Congratulations to the following BSW students who made the UH Mānoa Dean's List for their excellent academic performance in the Fall 2016 semester:

Kevin Aganos  Lexus Lapinad
Madeleine Anderson  Jennifer Long
Jenaiah Banasihan  Saige Manatad Kamano
Wyman Barros  Irene Martin
Meilene Cenido  Maleka Mau
Jasmin Chang  Darlene Miranda
Rachel Chang  Zyra Morales
Lisa Chilson-McCraw  Brianne Nagamine
Nikia Crollard  David Nakao
Stephanie DeMello  Breannah Nikora
Kainani Derrickson  James Plichta
Cherise Franco  Shai-lynn Ranchez-Langit
Jenny Gao  Sophia Schmitt-Daskalos
Elke Gillooly  Taylor Schultz
Kadijah Harris  Alexandria Swanson
Daphne Hookano  Genine Marie Tacadena
Bryson James Idica  Sweetie Tagudin
Dionne Infiel  Lavinia Taukolo
Amy Kaaha  Matthew Toynton
Rebecca Kelley  Avenue Tsukayama
Donalei Kepa-Ivester  Kimberley Watts
Tiffany Khamphaphanh  Brandi Yamamoto

The Dean’s List distinction is awarded to undergraduate students with a grade point average of 3.5 or higher based on 12 or more graded credits (excluding Outreach College extension) without receiving grades of W, I, F, or NC for that semester.